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Abstract

This paper presents a numerical study on the elastic behavior of stiffened curved plates subjected to transverse loading. The analyses are performed by means of linear static analysis using finite element modelling. Firstly, flat plates under transverse loading (uniform and non-uniform-trapezoidal) are modelled to validate the computational model against analytical solutions available in the literature. Secondly, the behavior of unstiffened curved plates under transverse loading is analyzed. Then, the influence of both, transversal and longitudinal stiffening in controlling the out-of-plane displacements and stresses distribution of the curved plates is demonstrated. Finally, a case-study concerning the response of a hydroelectric power plant intake gates subjected to a hydrostatic head is further investigated. The results show that the increase in gate stiffness is reflected in smaller deformations implying a better performance and system integrity.
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1. Introduction

Curved plate elements have traditionally been used in mechanical, aeronautical and marine/off-shore engineering. These structural elements are found in the fuselage of aircrafts, oil and gas storage structures, cooling towers and ship hulls. Their applications in civil engineering are relatively recent and mainly focus on the construction of steel bridges. Typical examples of curved panels in bridge engineering are orthotropic decks in box-girder bridges and webs of in-plane curved I-girders.

Stiffened curved plates are also becoming more and more popular as recent developments of the curving process allow for a faster and more economic manufacturing. Nevertheless, their design is complex and difficult due to the lack of standard building code specifications [1], few studies related to their stability are available in the literature [2-4]. Consequently, curved plate analysis and design rely...
significantly on expensive and time-consuming finite element modeling [2,3].

Recently, the influence of longitudinal stiffening on both, critical and ultimate strength of plate girders has been investigated [5-7]. The primary function of the stiffeners is to control out-of-plane displacements of the thin-walled webs and increase bending resistance.

This paper presents a numerical investigation on the elastic behavior of stiffened curved plates subjected to transversal loading. A parametric study is performed through finite element analysis to evaluate the beneficial effects of including longitudinal and transverse stiffeners on the performance of curved plates. Firstly, the numerical model is validated against theoretical formulae available in the literature. Then, a case study is further analyzed to evaluate the response of a hydroelectric power plant intake radial gate subjected to a hydrostatic head. At the end, the results show that stiffeners are a practical way to retrofit existing structural elements as they increase the system stiffness and reduce transversal deformations, which is directly reflected in an improvement of system reliability.

2. Numerical modeling

This section presents a numerical study conducted to investigate the influence of transversal and longitudinal stiffening on the out-of-plane displacements of stiffened curved plates subjected to transverse loading.

Various computational models for plates under transverse loading are elaborated using the finite element software ANSYS [8]. A detailed description of the employed numerical models can be found in [9]. These models are validated using a procedure that considers the influence of numerical models can be found in [9]. These models are validated using a procedure that considers the influence of long-term and transverse stiffeners on the performance of curved plates. Firstly, the numerical model is validated against theoretical formulae available in the literature. Then, a case study is further analyzed to evaluate the response of a hydroelectric power plant intake radial gate subjected to a hydrostatic head. At the end, the results show that stiffeners are a practical way to retrofit existing structural elements as they increase the system stiffness and reduce transversal deformations, which is directly reflected in an improvement of system reliability.

2.1. Flat plates under transverse loading

As mentioned above, the first step into the validation procedure of the numerical methodology is to investigate the influence of boundary and loading conditions on the structural response of flat plates subjected to transverse loading. In this regard, Table 1 shows a schematic view of boundary and loading conditions for the three numerical models developed for flat plates herein: Model N1 with the upper and lower ends free to move and the lateral ends simply supported, under uniform transverse loading \( p = 0.001 \) MPa; Model N2 with the upper and lower ends free to move and the lateral ends simply supported, under non-uniform (trapezoidal) transverse loading \( p = 0.01667 \) MPa; and Model N3 clamped at four ends, under uniform transverse loading \( p = 0.001 \) MPa.

Table 1 also shows formulas for the calculation of maximum stresses \( \sigma_{\text{max}} \) and displacements \( \delta_{\text{max}} \) [10].

![Figure 1. (a) Dimensions for Models N1, N2 and N3, and (b) Mesh for flat plates. Source: The authors.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Schematic of boundary and loading conditions</th>
<th>Eq. for ( \sigma_{\text{max}} ) (MPa) and ( \delta_{\text{max}} ) (mm) [10]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| N1    | Uniform loading, simply supported           | \( \sigma_{\text{max}} = \frac{0.75ab^2}{t^2(1 + 1.61a^3)} \)
|       |                                             | \( \delta_{\text{max}} = \frac{0.1422ab^4}{Et^4(1 + 2.21a^2)} \) |
| N2    | Uniform loading, simulated simply supported | \( \sigma_{\text{max}} = \frac{ab^2}{t^2} \)
|       |                                             | \( \delta_{\text{max}} = \frac{ab^4}{Et^3} \) |
| N3    | Uniform loading, clamped end                | \( \sigma_{\text{max}} = \frac{0.75ab^2}{t^2(3 + 4a^3)} \)
|       |                                             | \( \delta_{\text{max}} = \frac{0.0284ab^4}{Et^3(1 + 1.056a^2)} \) |

Source: The authors.

Figure 2. Radial displacement with \( p = 0.001 \) MPa and \( \alpha = 1 \): (a) Model \( N1 \) and (b) Model \( N2 \). Source: The authors.

Figure 3. Maximum radial displacement at the center of the plate and maximum von Mises stress intensity for Models \( N1, N2 \) and \( N3 \). Source: The authors.

Fig. 3 shows a comparison for maximum displacements and stresses, between computed values and those obtained analytically with the equations proposed by [10] and summarized in Table 1. A good agreement between numerical and analytical results is achieved with a maximum difference of approximately 10%. It is worth noticing that the available formulas were obtained for stresses and displacements in the elastic range. Even though, the stresses are slightly higher than the corresponding yield strength of the material (\( f_y = 260 \) MPa). The figure shows that for Model \( N1 \) the maximum radial displacement increases with the panel aspect ratio, \( \alpha \). For Model \( N2 \), with the same boundary conditions as Model \( N1 \) but different load distribution, the maximum radial displacement reduces about 30% compared to Model \( N1 \). For Model \( N3 \), clamped in all ends and uniformly loaded, the maximum displacement is reduced around 50% with regards to Model \( N1 \). These results demonstrate the impact of boundary and loading conditions on both, maximum displacements and maximum stress when modeling flat plates subjected to transverse loading. The results also show that both, the maximum displacement and the maximum stress increases with the panel aspect ratio for the three Models (\( N1, N2 \) and \( N3 \)).

2.2. Curved plates under transverse loading

Continuing the methodology applied for flat plates, this section aims at investigating the influence of boundary and loading conditions on the structural response of curved plates subjected to transverse loading. Four additional models were developed as shown in Fig. 4, hence: Model \( N4 \) with the upper and lower ends free to move and the lateral ends simply supported, under uniform transverse loading (\( p = 0.1 \) MPa); Model \( N5 \) with the upper and lower ends free to move and the lateral ends simply supported, under non-uniform (trapezoidal) transverse loading (\( p = 0.1 \) MPa); Model \( N6 \) clamped at four ends, under uniform transverse loading (\( p = 0.1 \) MPa); and Model \( N7 \) clamped at four ends, under non-uniform (trapezoidal) transverse loading (\( p = 0.1 \) MPa).

Fig. 4 shows a schematic view of boundary and loading conditions of the four models. Shell 181 elements from the ANSYS element library [8] were also used to model the plates. The dimensions of the plates were: width, \( b_2 = 10000 \) mm; height, \( a_2 = 10000 \) mm; plate radius, \( r = 9500 \) mm; and thickness, \( t_p = 10 \) mm. The panel aspect ratio, \( \alpha = b_2/a_2 \) (see Fig. 5a), was varied as \( \alpha = 1, 1.5, 2 \) and \( 2.5 \) maintaining constant the height, \( a_2 = 10000 \) mm. Fig. 5b shows a representative mesh of the modeled curved plates.
Regarding the influence of the loading conditions, Fig. 6 shows a comparison between numerical results of the out-of-plane displacements for Models N4, N5, N6 and N7. In these cases, the radial displacement decreases when the panel aspect ratio increases, for both conditions, simply supported (Fig. 6a) and fully clamped (Fig. 6b). The reduction in the magnitude of the displacement between the former and the latter is close to 30%. When comparing the displacements for the two loading types with same boundary conditions the obtained difference is about 10%.

### 2.3. Stiffened curved plates under transverse loading

In this section, a third parametric study is conducted to investigate the influence of transversal and longitudinal stiffening on the maximum out-of-plane displacement of curved plates. At this stage, it is important to quote that simply supported and trapezoidal loadings are the corresponding boundary and loading conditions for curved plates. Hence, the current analysis is performed taking into account these conditions. Hot-rolled profiles are currently used in the steel industry to stiffen plated structures.

The geometry parameters of four (4) IPN steel profiles, namely IPN100, IPN180, IPN240 and IPN300 used in this study, are listed in Table 2. Fig. 7 shows the corresponding numerical models for different number of transversal stiffeners and Fig. 8 presents the results for the maximum radial displacements in the plane of symmetry of the curved plate considering the different profiles. As expected, the stiffener with the largest second moment of area (IPN300) gives the largest reduction in out-of-plane displacements of the curved plate.

![Figure 7. Models considering transversal stiffening (n = 2, 4, 6 and 8 stiffeners). Source: The authors.](image)

![Figure 8. Maximum radial displacement $\delta_{\text{max}}$ in the plane of symmetry of the curved plate (n = 2, 4, 6 and 8 transversal stiffeners). Source: The authors.](image)

![Figure 9. Model considering combined stiffening (longitudinal $m = 4$ and transversal $n = 3$). Source: The authors.](image)
In this analysis, only one stiffener IPN100 was considered in the study. The number of the stiffeners in both directions was varied in both, the transverse direction ($n = 3, 4, 6$ and $8$) and longitudinal direction ($m = 4, 6$ and $8$). Fig. 9 shows a model with seven stiffeners, four in the longitudinal and three in the transversal direction. Boundary and loading conditions are the same as in the previous case.

Fig. 10 shows the results for the maximum radial displacement achieved with the stiffener’s combinations investigated. It is observed that the radial displacements are reduced significantly for 8 longitudinal stiffeners. A reduction of 20% in the radial displacement is observed in Fig. 10, when compared to the corresponding displacements for only transversal stiffeners. Obviously, a larger displacement reduction may be achieved by using larger stiffeners.

### 3. Applications

Intake gates are among the main elements regarding dam safety in a hydroelectric power plant as they control water levels in the reservoir. When the water level rises, the pressure on the gates increases and excessive deformations can take place compromising the safety of the reservoir [11-13]. In many cases, intake gate systems have surpassed the service life for which they were designed for the original operating conditions, such as hydrostatic load, opening and closing frequency, among others, have been significantly modified to meet new energy generation requirements. All this is reflected on structural changes of intake gates and their possible failure, which can yield the electric plant unserviceable and in some cases the collapse of the reservoir. That is precisely why intake gate systems require rehabilitation works to improve their operation and adapt to current operating requirements.

In this section, the performance of the intake radial gates of the *Antonio José de Sucre - Macagua I Hydroelectric Power Plant* [14] is investigated. For this particular case, the intake radial gates were originally designed to withstand a hydrostatic head at an elevation of 48.0 m.s.n.m. In recent years, the water level of the reservoir was raised to 54.5 m.s.n.m. to accommodate for the increase in energy demand [15]. This increase in the level of the reservoir resulted in large gate deformations causing excessive water loss.

Fig. 11 shows a picture of the radial gate of the *Antonio José de Sucre - Macagua I Hydroelectric Power Plant* and its main structural components. Table 3 lists the geometry and dimensions of the radial gate. Due to symmetry in load and boundary conditions only one-half of the gate is modeled as shown in Fig. 12. The longitudinal and vertical stiffeners were modeled using BEAM44 elements from the ANSYS element library [8]. Accordingly, the plate in the gate was modeled using SHELL 181 elements, the remaining parts were modeled with SOLID 187 elements. Also included in the figure are the boundary conditions used in the numerical model for the radial gate. In the middle, a symmetry line was established, the other ends of the gate were simply supported. In the horizontal beam, clamped conditions were used to consider the support provided by three stiff arms that maintain the gate in place.
Table 3.
Radial gate actual geometry and dimensions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Profile</th>
<th>𝐿𝐿 (mm)</th>
<th>Width (mm)</th>
<th>𝑡𝑡₁ (mm)</th>
<th>𝑡𝑡₂ (mm)</th>
<th>𝑡𝑡₃ (mm)</th>
<th>𝑏𝑏₁ (mm)</th>
<th>𝒇𝒇₁ (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deck</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Rectangular</td>
<td>11000</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>10, 11, 12</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stiffeners</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>11000</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>284</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical beam</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Box</td>
<td>1190</td>
<td>3800</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateral beam</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Open Box</td>
<td>6000</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Truss elements</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>4500</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizontal beam</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Double T</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1250</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: The authors.

In practice, radial gates sustain high transversal loadings due to the hydrostatic pressure gradient. Its determination is precisely the first step to adequately size a radial gate [16]. An upper bound for the hydrostatic pressure gradient acting on the gate can be defined using the maximum expected water level of the reservoir as shown in Fig. 14.

The magnitude of the resultant hydrostatic load, \( W \), can be found as:

\[
W = \sqrt{W_H^2 + W_V^2}
\]

\[
W_H = \gamma_w BH (H - h/2)
\]

\[
W_V = \gamma_w BR \left[D_m (\cos \alpha_s - \cos \alpha_i) + \frac{R}{2} (\alpha_i - \alpha_s) + \frac{R}{2} (\sin \alpha_s \cdot \cos \alpha_s - \sin \alpha_i \cdot \cos \alpha_i)\right]
\]

where \( \alpha_s = \sin^{-1}(D_s/R) \), \( \alpha_i = \sin^{-1}(D_i/R) \), \( H \) is the maximum expected water level of the reservoir, \( h \) is the depth to the radial gate, \( h \) is the height of the gate, \( B \) is the width of the gate, \( R \) is the radius of the gate, \( \gamma_w \) is the specific weight of water and \( D_m \) is depth to the point of curvature of the gate. The line of action of the resultant hydrostatic load on radial gates is assumed to pass through the point of curvature of the gate [16] at an orientation:

\[
\beta = \sin^{-1}(W_V/W_H)
\]

Based on the above loading conditions, two design conditions arise: large displacements at the supported ends and high stress levels. As mentioned earlier, the situation may be solved by stiffening the gate by adding either transverse,
longitudinal of both types of stiffeners.

The maximum stress in a radial gate [17] can be estimated as:

$$\sigma = \frac{\pm k}{100} p \frac{a^2}{t^2} \tag{5}$$

where $k$ is a dimensionless parameter that depends on the ratio $b/a$ and on the boundary conditions ($k = 25$ [18]), $p$ is the hydrostatic pressure at the middle of the gate, $t$ is the plate thickness and $a$ and $b$ are the minimum and maximum spacing between stiffeners, respectively.

The maximum deflection of the radial gate can be determined as:

$$\delta_{max} = \xi p a^4 \frac{E}{E t^3} \tag{6}$$

where $E$ is the Young’s modulus and $\xi$ is a dimensionless parameter that depends on the dimensions of the gate (see Table 4). For this specific case, $\xi$ was assumed equal to 0.0284.

Eqs. (5) and (6) provide the maximum values for stresses and displacements, respectively. After substituting the corresponding values into these formulas, a maximum stress of $\sigma_{max} = 200$ MPa and a maximum deflection $\delta_{max} = 5.5$ mm are obtained for the considered gate. It must be mentioned that these values represent operational conditions.

Table 4.
Dimensionless parameter $\xi$  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$b/a$</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1.2</th>
<th>1.4</th>
<th>1.6</th>
<th>1.8</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>$\infty$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\xi$ ($\times 10^{-2}$)</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>2.26</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>2.77</td>
<td>2.84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Adapted from [19].

Taking into account that the maximum stress and the maximum displacement control the integrity of the gate and keeping in mind that the current design allows greater values for these parameters, it is necessary to solve this situation by adding stiffeners. Then, a parametric analysis using a simplified finite element model is conducted in order to reduce the maximum stress and the maximum displacement in the gate. In the simplified model, the arms are correspondingly substituted by a fixed boundary condition.

In general, the flexural rigidity of the stiffener, $Y_s$, is used to describe the capacity of a stiffener to resist buckling and control lateral deflection. Usually, this rigidity is expressed relative to the plate stiffness, $D$, as follows:

$$Y_s = \frac{E I_s}{h_w D} \tag{7}$$

where $D = E t^4/12(1 - \nu^2)$ is the flexural rigidity of a unit width of the web plate. The flexural stiffness for the IPN profiles is also listed in Table 2.

Fig. 16 shows the maximum displacements and stresses attained for the radial gate with stiffeners in both directions. These results are presented for the gate stiffened with IPN100 (Figs. 16a and 16b) and IPN300 (Figs. 16c and 16d). The distribution of the stiffeners was even in both directions. There is a reduction in the out-of-plane displacements of the gate after increasing the number of stiffeners, as well as after increasing the size of the stiffener. Similar results are observed for the maximum stresses. All the structural elements (plate and stiffeners) are subjected to bending, therefore an increase in the second moment of area of the stiffener leads to redistribution of the stresses in the gate, attaining a significant reduction.

Fig. 17 shows the maximum displacements for the gate with 8 longitudinal and 8 transversal stiffeners. It is observed that an increasing flexural rigidity reduces the out-of-plane displacements. Comparing these results with the maximum allowable displacement found from Eq. (6) ($\delta_{max} = 5.5$ mm) it is seen that the IPN300 stiffener is the only one capable of reducing the displacements below this limit.

Figure 15. Displacement profile in the upper end of the gate. Source: The authors.

Figure 16. Maximum von Mises stress and maximum displacement at the supported ends from numerical simulations for profiles IPN 100 and 300. Source: The authors.
are directly reflected in an improvement of system reliability and increase the system stiffness and reduce transversal deformations, which in turn results in a higher maximum reservoir water level; and that stiffeners are a suitable way to size intake gates and define the static behavior of a curved plate subjected to hydrostatic head. It is shown that the static behavior of a curved plate subjected to hydrostatic head is a suitable way to size intake gates and define the maximum reservoir water level; and that stiffeners are a practical way to retrofit existing elements as they increase system stiffness and reduce transversal deformations, which are directly reflected in an improvement of system reliability and capacity to meet new power generation requirements.

### 4. Summary and conclusions

This paper has presented a numerical study on the elastic behavior of stiffened curved plates subjected to transverse loading; a parametric analysis to evaluate the beneficial effects of including longitudinal and transverse stiffeners; and the application of the proposed methodology to the specific case of radial intake gates in a hydroelectric power plant. The computational model was validated with analytical solutions available in the literature for flat and curved plates and by comparing it with a case history concerning the response of a hydroelectric power plant intake radial gate subjected to a hydrostatic head. It is shown that the static behavior of a curved plate subjected to hydrostatic head is a suitable way to size intake gates and define the maximum reservoir water level; and that stiffeners are a practical way to retrofit existing elements as they increase system stiffness and reduce transversal deformations, which are directly reflected in an improvement of system reliability and capacity to meet new power generation requirements.
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